service doch.

cover lax

I ADMIT WORKING IN A FOOD CHAIN, DO YOU?

cruel, huh?

THE WONDERS ARE IN

SEESAW IN SUPERLATIVE

IST DISZIPLIN SEXY?

COMPACT AND FINITE, THEY PASS. WOW.

STEP ONE, THAT’S RELATIVE

IS THIS PURE BEAUTY?

Harte Teaser, Bootleg

BILL ME

DECKUNG

en position

A LOVE SUPREME

Oh, is that so?

Tut’s weh?

A love supreme

Take the money and run

extremely extreme
GET HURT SO YOU FEEL

Airguitar, electrifying
THAT’S RIGHT!
drecksau

Satte Melodie, Verteiler
SEX DRIVE
SCHUB

bill me, blow job, HO
LOBBY

you got to live with it
FLITTCHEN

har har

That’s a metaphor, sweetie

Faster

Lobby

Ist Disziplin sexy?

COVER, EIGHT IN ONE:

nearby
I DARE YOU

blew her to pieces
INCORPORATE

do not piss into the pool
DECKUNG
new new

oh man, that looks like
HINGABE
EN POSITION

that’s like, BRETTER
WHERE ELSE

make some suggestive noise
I WANT YOU

it takes a lot of open space to see something like this, lecherous, please proceed, a
yacht called truth, you can hang it up on your wall then, big steaks.

get what you believe in, demolition, i call it blaming someone, Sorry I’m busy, tell him, Pressure Marks, it’s a rumour,
DETERMINED LISTENER, HO, try to treat you right, ich habe dich selbst, you don’t care if i die, bunnyohrn, slogans.
ELECTRIFYING

GO AHEAD,
CRY

DO THE
RAIN
THING

do you like driving with cruise control?, skii quier,
lax, how does this work out now?, service doch.,
this is constant coercion to lightness, i dare you,
compact and finite, they pass. wow., they are very
active, the snow up there is artificial, do you like
superlatives?, drecksau, satte melodie, tut’s weh?,
oh, is that so?, do you believe in god?, serenade us,
get hurt so you feel, they are supposed to be great,
kind of straight, i mean look at this, damn, i want
passion, wucher, engage them all, fuck you and
your famous friends, i guess so, flittchen, airguitar,
harte teaser, the woodpecker just died, extremely
extreme, that’s you who decide, schub, verteiler,
you will ruin my life, sex drive, that’s right!, is dead,
schaebige scheisse, du kannst dich besser gehen
lassen, wenn du weisst du könntest sofort gehen.
Hold a sexy pose

do you like gag gifts?
THAT’S RELATIVE

A singer moved into our house, lecherous, how does
this work out now?, blew her to pieces, i call it
blaming someone, they are supposed to be great, i
dare you, do not piss into the pool, that’s the beat i
mean, you can hang it up on your wall then, go
ahead, cry, i want you, oh man that looks like, that’s
like, determined listener, bretter, kind of straight, cruel,
huh?, fold, get what you believe in, nearby, this is
constant coercion to lightness, i mean look at this, the
snow up there is artificial, seesaw in superlative, har
har, skii quier, eight in one, faster, that’s a metaphor,
sweetie, hold a sexy pose, damn, i want passion,
demolition, behind you, i admit working in a food
chain, do you?, fuck you and your famous friends, the
woodpecker just died, do you like gag gifts?, do you
like driving with cruise control?

Behind you

NOT YET

THAT’S THE BEAT I MEAN

YOU DON’T CARE IF I DIE
SCHAEBIGE SCHEISSE

Do you believe in god?

serenade us
I GUESS SO

DO YOU LIKE
SUPERLATIVES?

Bootleg

ICH HABE DICH SELBST

Sorry, I’m busy

Sleepwear like Calvin
STEP ONE

NOT YET

bogus but o.k.
FOLD
A SINGER MOVED INTO OUR HOUSE

Hingabe, Du kannst Dich besser gehen lassen, wenn Du weisst Du könntest sofort
gehen, make some suggestive noise, incorporate, is dead.

Tell him

Slogans, Bunnyohrn:

New new

Pressure Marks
it’s a rumour
THE WONDERS ARE IN

that’s relative, it takes a lot of open space to see something like this, is this pure beauty?, please proceed, they are
very active, where else, that’s you who decide, do the rain thing, wucher, engage them all, big steaks, you will ruin
my life, try to treat you right, A YACHT CALLED TRUTH, bogus BUT O.K.

